
Clean data makes all the difference
What’s the biggest single driver of marketing success, sales 
productivity, and high CRM adoption? The answer is clean, 
complete data. When you have it, you can excel on all fronts. 
When you don’t, it’s tough to make headway anywhere.   

Most contact data isn’t very good: 70 percent of the average  
company’s data goes bad annually1, and 91 percent of CRM 
data is incomplete2. But there’s an easy, quick way to repair 
yours: Data.com Clean. It works wonders for stale, poor-
quality data—and your business results.

Data.com clean: The sure cure for dirty data 
Data.com clean actively matches your data against our  
highly accurate, constantly refreshed database of 30+ million 
contacts—each complete with a current email and phone 
number, 70 percent them direct dial. Data.com automatically 
flags dupes, calls out partial records, and updates stale leads to 
make all your contacts, leads, and accounts complete, current, 
and actionable. 

Data.com Clean comes in two versions to meet the full  
spectrum of data-cleaning needs: Data.com CRM Clean  
and Data.com Offline Clean.

Data.com CRM Clean: Continuous data cleaning 
fully integrated with Salesforce
Data.com CRM Clean scrubs each and every lead in Sales-
force, but it doesn’t stop there. Your leads stay clean, thanks to 
a steady stream of updates—not quarterly or yearly like other 
services, but in real time, to ensure you’re always marketing  
to current prospects. 

You can set up Data.com to refresh all leads, backfill partial 
leads only, or simply flag updates and let your teams decide 
for themselves. With Data.com clean status visible inside 
Salesforce leads, contacts, and accounts, reps can make 
a quick comparison and cherry-pick which data to update 
before they make a call.  

No matter what level of automation you prefer, Chatter immediately alerts you as soon as update 
information arrives. So when contacts get promoted to decision-making positions, your reps learn first  
and can beat the competition to the punch. 

You also get dashboards for tracking and monitoring data health in real time. And here’s a Data.com 
advantage proven to boost Web-to-lead response: Reduce the number of required fields on your forms,  
and let Data.com fill in the missing data for you!

Data.com Clean

Business benefits
 ▪ Higher marketing response rates

 ▪ Increased ROI on campaigns

 ▪ Greater sales productivity

 ▪ Broader CRM adoption

Key features

 ▪ Data scrubbing across 64 variables

 ▪ Stale, dead data transformed into live, 
actionable leads

 ▪ Continuous real-time lead updates

 ▪ Refresh alerts via Salesforce Chatter

 ▪ Backfilling of Web-to-lead data 

 ▪ Real-time dashboards and reports
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Data.com Offline Clean: Expert, project-based services from Data.com pros
Don’t have Salesforce? No problem. Our Professional Services team can thoroughly scrub your data in  
any CRM or contact database. Call on us to update and backfill marketing lists for higher campaign re-
sponse and ROI. Have us clean your existing data before moving to a new CRM solution, for a fresh  
and successful start. Whatever your needs, we’ll work with you to custom-tailor every cleaning, refreshing, 
and project parameter. We’ll even perform a pre-engagement assessment to scope your data  
against ours.

Data.com’s secret sauce: accurate, socially powered data in the cloud 
Effective data cleaning requires exceptionally high-quality data to match against—and ours outclasses all 
the rest. Data.com features the industry’s only socially powered contact database, sourced and constantly 
updated by the Jigsaw online community of 2 million sales and marketing pros. Every Data.com lead is 
checked, scored, and validated by powerful algorithms, and only the very best make it into our database. 
That’s why Data.com Clean sets a standard for data hygiene that no one else can equal.

Is your contact data clean?
Take this simple test and find out. If your answer to each question is less than a confident “Yes,” then 
Data.com Clean can dramatically improve your data—and with it, your marketing ROI, sales productivity, 
and CRM adoption.

Clean data criteria Your CRM data Data.com’s database 
Complete 

Does every contact include a name, title, company,         
email address, and business phone?

 
 ? ü

Current

Is the contact information up-to-date and actionable? ? ü

Accurate 

Is all the data precise and correct? ? ü

Discover the difference great data makes
Join the thousands of customers who are experiencing remarkable results with Data.com. Learn 
more at www.salesforce.com/data. Or call 1-877-544-7299.  
 

Sources:
1 “B2B Data Decay – The Untold Story,” Sales & Marketing Institute
2 Average data completeness for customers before using Data.com
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“We were able to beat out competitors with up-to-the minute 
updates through Data.com.”Clairmail


